The partial mediation effect of satisfaction with social support and coping effectiveness on health-related quality of life and perceived stress long-term after heart transplantation
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Abstract: The purpose of this research was to examine whether satisfaction with social support and coping effectiveness mediate the relationship between stress and health-related quality of life (HRQOL) 5 years after heart transplantation. Data were collected from 212 heart transplant patients (80% male, 92% white, mean age 59.9 years) at four United States sites using the Heart Transplant Stressor Scale, Social Support Index, Jalowiec Coping Scale, and Quality of Life Index. Using Baron and Kenny’s approach, a series of regression equations for mediation revealed that both satisfaction with social support and coping partially mediated the relationship between perceived stress and HRQOL. Understanding the relationships of social support, stress, and coping on patients’ HRQOL is important for the development of interventions to provide optimal patient care.
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Introduction

Heart transplantation is a life-saving therapy for patients with advanced heart failure. The complexities of the medical regimen highlight the importance of understanding the interplay between psychosocial outcomes such as health-related quality of life (HRQOL), social support, coping, and perceived stress. Long term after transplant, patients continue to cope with daily regimens that include adhering to medications, following diet and exercise plans, and attending follow-up appointments.¹,² In addition, while the immediate complications of rejection and infection decrease, the long-term comorbidities of coronary vasculopathy and malignancies increase.¹,² Other long-term issues such as osteoporosis, hypertension, and gout may also impact HRQOL.² These transplant-specific conditions make balancing medical management and psychosocial outcomes a lifelong journey. These later comorbidities that transplant patients deal with may impact the need for additional satisfactory social support, and optimal stress and coping strategies.

Perceived stress

Perceived stress is defined as the degree to which the situations in one’s life are viewed as stressful. Researchers have shown psychological stress among heart transplant patients is not only determined by clinical health status, but that it could also be influenced by personal and environmental variables, self-care behaviors, symptoms, and social support.⁴,⁷
Most reported studies examining stress have focused on symptom distress, stress related to the medical regimen, depression, and anxiety. For instance, several researchers revealed a link between social support, medication adherence, and health. Sayers et al examined the role of social support and self-care in 74 heart failure patients and found that perceived social support was associated with better medication adherence and other self-care activities. The authors found that emotional support may alleviate stress, thereby having beneficial effects in chronic situations.

Social support and coping

For this study, social support is defined as the degree of perceived satisfaction with social support provided by others. Tangible support involves the condition of providing material support such as monetary assistance. Emotional support involves the provision of closeness, and the ability to confide feelings to someone. Several studies have examined perceived satisfaction with social support and perceived stress in chronic illness populations, showing that perceived satisfaction with social support either has a direct or indirect effect on physical and mental health. Further, the literature on satisfaction with social support has demonstrated that satisfaction either has mediating or moderating effects on health outcomes. However, contradicting reports have been found in studies examining social support and cardiovascular disease; yet, no studies were found that explicitly examined the mediation relationship between coping and social support after heart transplantation.

Coping is another factor that has been implicated in the chronic illness literature and has been defined as the process by which the “individual manages the demands of the person–environmental relationship that are appraised as stressful and the emotions they generate”. Studies have shown conflicting results regarding whether coping moderates or mediates the effect of stress on psychosocial outcomes. While several researchers have shown that the ability to cope effectively and social support resources can positively impact stressful life events, few studies have actually addressed the relationship between coping and social support in the context of heart transplantation exclusively.

Purpose

Although there is evidence in various chronic disease populations of the relationships of these psychosocial factors, there is less information in the heart transplant population. Therefore, we aimed to examine whether satisfaction with social support and coping effectiveness would mediate the relationship between stress and HRQOL. In this study, quality of life was defined as the effect of an illness and its consequent therapy upon a patient, as perceived by the patient’s satisfaction with aspects of life that are important to them. The works of House (social support), and Lazarus and Folkman’s stress and coping theory guided this study.

Methods

This study was an original research question from a secondary analysis of data collected as part of two larger parent studies. The first dataset included psychosocial data from the Heart Transplant Quality of Life Outcomes Study, which was conducted from July 1, 1999 to June 30, 2004. The second dataset included medical and clinical data compiled from the Cardiac Transplant Research Database, which was an event-driven database that collects information on transplant recipients such as immunosuppression, rejection episodes, infection, evidence of cardiac allograft vasculopathy or malignancy, and death. The analyses in the current study are cross-sectional and include a cohort of heart transplant recipients 5 years post-transplantation. There were 555 patients enrolled in this study in total, all of which were between 5 years and 10 years post-transplantation. We chose to use the 5-year cohort for this study, as the sample size was the largest across all of the time points.

Sample and setting

The sample for this study (number [N]=212) consisted of patients who completed the 5-year questionnaire booklet as part of the Heart Transplant Quality of Life Outcomes Study. The mean age of the sample was 54 years at the time of transplantation; 92% were Caucasian, and 80% were male. Patients were fairly well educated (mean: 14 years), and most patients had private health insurance or Medicare (Table 1). The study inclusion criteria were age ≥21 years, able to read and write English, and being physically able to participate. The pool of

Table 1 Sample descriptives (N=212)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variable</th>
<th>M (SD) or n (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Age, years</td>
<td>59.99 (9.89)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Males, n</td>
<td>169 (80%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>White, n</td>
<td>196 (92%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Education, years</td>
<td>14.17 (2.68)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Married, n</td>
<td>163 (77%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Employed, n</td>
<td>61 (29%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Depression score</td>
<td>80.0 (25.0)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No physical functioning disability, n</td>
<td>96 (45%)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Notes: Depression score is measured with the Cardiac Depression Scale. Higher scores indicate more depression; a cut-off score >100 indicates severe depression and <90 indicates mild to moderate depression. For physical functioning disability, the physical dimension of the Sickness Impact Profile was used. A score of zero indicates no functional disability.

Abbreviations: N, total number; M, mean; n, sample number; SD, standard deviation.
transplant patients from which our patients were recruited is described elsewhere.\textsuperscript{26} Data were collected from four medical centers: the University of Alabama at Birmingham; Rush University Medical Center; the Cleveland Clinic; and the University of California, Los Angeles.

**Instruments**

Four self-report instruments were used for this study because they best answered the study aim. The Heart Transplant Stressor Scale measures the perceived stressfulness of the transplant experience (81 questions).\textsuperscript{26} Patients check “yes” or “no” if they have a stressor. If they check “yes”, patients rate the stressfulness of the stressor on a Likert scale of 0–3 from not stressful to very stressful. The stressors are categorized into six subscales: physical; psychological; social; self-care; family; work/school/financial; and hospital/clinic. A higher score indicates more stress. Cronbach’s alpha coefficients for the total scale (0.95) and for the six subscales (0.78–0.90) support internal consistency reliability.

The Quality of Life Index – Cardiac Version IV developed by Ferrans and Powers\textsuperscript{24} was used to measure patient satisfaction with different areas of life. Part 1 measures satisfaction (1= very dissatisfied to 6= very satisfied), and part 2 measures importance (1= very unimportant to 6= important). This 35-item instrument has four subscales: health/functioning; socioeconomic; psychological; and significant others. Internal consistency reliability for the total scale was supported with Cronbach alpha’s ranging from 0.73–0.99 in 48 studies.\textsuperscript{24} In the current study, the total score was used, with higher scores reflecting higher HRQOL. The Quality of Life Index – Cardiac Version IV served as the dependent variable in the subsequent mediation analyses.

The Social Support Index measures the structural aspects of the social support network, functional types of assistance received (emotional, tangible, and overall), and satisfaction (1= very satisfied to 4= very dissatisfied) with the support.\textsuperscript{27} The tool has two parts. Part A assesses the number and composition of the interpersonal ties and satisfaction with the amount of help the patient receives with each of 15 illness-related tasks such as personal care, taking medications, and travel to the doctor. Part B assesses the frequency of attendance at social activities and we did not use this part for the current study. Scoring of part A of this instrument includes calculating the number of support providers and a mean level of satisfaction with the support for each of the 15 tasks. Scores are categorized into satisfaction with tangible and emotional support. A lower satisfaction score indicates more perceived satisfaction with support. Internal consistency reliability was supported: Cronbach’s alpha for the overall tool was 0.84 and the subscales carried an alpha of 0.78 for tangible support and 0.69 for emotional support.\textsuperscript{26}

The Jalowiec Coping Scale is a widely used instrument that examines the use and perceived effectiveness of 60 coping strategies.\textsuperscript{28} Patients are asked to rate their coping use and effectiveness based on the stresses of the illness at the current time. Patients rate the use of coping strategies on a four-point Likert scale (ranging from 0= never used to 3= often used) and the perceived effectiveness of the strategies (ranging from 0= not helpful to 3= very helpful). This instrument has eight subscales: confrontive; evasive; optimistic; fatalistic; emotive; palliative; supportant; and self-reliant. These subscales are further categorized into positive and negative coping styles, with higher scores reflecting greater use of either positive and negative coping. Both mean use and effectiveness scores can be derived for each of the eight subscales. Reliability and validity is widely supported in the literature.\textsuperscript{28} For this study, positive coping effectiveness was used as one of the mediator variables given the proactive nature of this variable and the potential underlying implications for interventions.

**Analysis**

The SAS software version 13.1 (SAS Institute Inc., Cary, NC, USA) was used for the descriptive and regression data analyses. A \( P \)-value <0.05 was considered statistically significant. To address the study aim, the following tests for mediation, according to Baron and Kenny,\textsuperscript{29} were performed. Briefly, a mediation analysis is used to test whether the influence of an independent variable on a dependent variable of interest is fully or partially explained by the mechanisms of a third variable (ie, the mediator). For example, the relationship between high levels of stress and cancer may be mediated by external risk factors such as smoking and poor diet, which are more prevalent among those with higher levels of stress.\textsuperscript{11,12} In the current study, to test for the mediation effect of satisfaction with social support on the association between perceived stress and HRQOL, the following steps were conducted: 1) regressing the mediator (satisfaction with social support) on the independent variable (perceived stress); 2) regressing the outcome variable (HRQOL) on the independent variable (perceived stress); and 3) regressing HRQOL on both the mediator (satisfaction with social support) and the independent variable (perceived stress). To test for the mediation effect of positive coping effectiveness, the following steps were conducted: 1) regressing the mediator (positive coping effectiveness) on the independent variable (perceived stress); 2) regressing the outcome variable (HRQOL) on the independent variable (perceived stress); and...
3) regressing HRQOL on both the mediator (positive coping effectiveness) and the independent variable (perceived stress). In order to control for the potential confounding effect of age and education level on the associations among variables, these two demographic factors were forced as covariates in all regression steps of each of the mediation analyses.

**Results**

**Satisfaction with social support**

A series of regression equations was used to test the mediating effect of satisfaction with social support on the relationship of stress and HRQOL at 5 years after heart transplantation. The first step revealed a significant relationship between satisfaction with social support and perceived stress ($\beta=0.236; \ P<0.001$), indicating that less satisfaction with social support was associated with more perceived stress. The second step revealed a significant inverse relationship between perceived stress and HRQOL ($\beta=0.578; \ P<0.001$), indicating that those subjects who perceived more stress had less HRQOL. Perceived stress explained 32% of the variance in HRQOL ($R^2=0.32$; $P<0.001$). The final step in the mediation showed that together, satisfaction with social support and perceived stress (and its covariates) explained 46% of the variance in HRQOL ($R^2=0.464$; $P<0.001$). The effect of perceived stress on HRQOL was smaller in step three ($\beta=0.489; \ P<0.001$) than in step two ($\beta=0.578; \ P<0.001$); however, it remained significant, indicating that satisfaction with social support partially mediated the effects of perceived stress on HRQOL (Figure 1). In addition, subsequent analyses indicated that when examined separately, satisfaction with both emotional and tangible social support also partially mediated the relationship between perceived stress and HRQOL (Figures 2 and 3).

**Coping effectiveness**

To examine whether positive coping effectiveness mediated the relationship between perceived stress and HRQOL at 5 years after heart transplantation, a series of regression equations was used to test the mediating effect of coping. The first step revealed a significant inverse relationship between positive coping effectiveness and perceived stress ($\beta=-0.269; \ P<0.001$), indicating that those who perceived more positive coping effectiveness had less perceived stress. The second step in the test for mediation revealed a significant inverse relationship between HRQOL and perceived stress; as indicated earlier, subjects with better HRQOL experienced less perceived stress. Perceived stress explained 32% of the variance in HRQOL ($R^2=0.32$; $P<0.001$). The final step in the mediation showed that together, positive coping effectiveness and perceived stress (along with covariates) explained 36% of the variance in HRQOL ($R^2=0.355$; $P<0.001$). The effect of perceived stress was smaller in step three ($\beta=0.483; \ P<0.001$) than in step two ($\beta=0.578; \ P<0.001$), yet it remained significant; therefore, it was concluded that positive coping effectiveness partially mediated the effects of perceived stress on HRQOL (Figure 4).

**Discussion**

Our study findings are a step toward further understanding the relationships among social support, perceived stress, and positive coping effectiveness, and their relationship to HRQOL over the long term after heart transplantation.

Both emotional and tangible social support partially mediated the relationship between stress and HRQOL, indicating
that social support plays an important role in the HRQOL of heart transplant patients. Patients had less stress if they were satisfied with their emotional and tangible support. At 5 years after transplant, the ability to confide in someone and one’s closeness to others continues to be important.\textsuperscript{27} Even after the initial busy postoperative period when patients have increased contact with family and the transplant team, the need for closeness helps lessen stressful events that arise later after transplantation. The same is true for tangible support; having assistance with financial support or resources mediates stress over the long term after transplant. For example, Wu et al\textsuperscript{10} found that medication adherence mediated the relationship between marital status and survival in heart failure patients, implying that the social support provided by a spouse positively impacts medication adherence.

In addition, positive coping effectiveness partially mediated the association between perceived stress and HRQOL, demonstrating that effective positive coping strategies are necessary for impacting stress and HRQOL at 5 years post-transplant. This finding is similar to other study findings in patients with other chronic diseases.\textsuperscript{12,17} Furthermore, in a recent study, Grady et al\textsuperscript{11} reported that heart transplant patients who used negative coping strategies tended to have more stress, in terms of both frequency and intensity. This present study is an extension of those findings testing for a relationship between marital status and survival in heart transplantation.

This study had limitations. Our study was limited by examining these data at only one time point (cross-sectional analyses of the 5-year post-transplant cohort). Thus, the interpretations of the mediation analyses could have been influenced by this, such that bidirectional associations between stress, coping, and social support may exist, which we were not able to examine in our study. For example, it may be instead that people with high levels of social support and coping skills may perceive events as being less stressful. Nonetheless, this study does provide useful implications for the associations between these variables. Another limitation of this study was that our sample was mostly white and had medical insurance; however, the sample was geographically diverse. This time frame had the largest sample size. Satisfaction with social support and coping may change across time, depending on life situations. We measured satisfaction with social support and coping in heart transplant recipients who survived to 5 years after transplant, which may introduce bias into our findings. Further, there may be unique psychosocial issues that may emerge immediately after heart transplantation (for example, 1–2 years post-transplantation), and this information may have been missed in the 5-year examination. With this said, the 5-year snapshot gives the clinician important information to assess the psychosocial status of their patients long-term following transplantation.

As health care professionals continue to care for patients long-term after transplantation, it is important to understand the subtle differences that may change over the years in regards to the relationships of satisfaction with social support, stress, effective coping, and HRQOL. By the time patients and families reach the 5-year time period, clinic visits and transplant team surveillance are less frequent compared to the time period immediately post-transplant. Our findings suggest that it would be beneficial to continue monitoring patients over the long term with phone calls or using other methods such as social media or mail to assess their social support, coping, and stress. This simple intervention may help to improve HRQOL over the long term after transplantation.

**Conclusion**

Our study provides evidence that psychosocial well-being continues to be important to patient outcomes over the long term after surgery. Satisfaction with social support continues to be an essential component to the transplant recipient’s life. Also, coping effectiveness is important to being adept at handling stress over the long term after transplantation. Further investigation is needed to understand how health care providers can best deliver interventions aimed at dealing with social support issues and improving coping strategies, thereby leading to improved HRQOL and enhancements in clinical practice and patient outcomes.
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